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MY HOME IS MY FAVORITE PLACE
WITH A SENSE OF PEACE AND BALANCE WHERE I WILL EXPERIENCE MANY MORE BEAUTIFUL MOMENTS
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It all started when Lelde was looking for an elegant, beautiful and at the same time simple decorative plant pot.

Since the desired one was not found, Lelde decided to make it herself. When the �rst prototype was ready, we 
realised that we needed to build a collection with several sizes. A little later, at one point, we discovered that we had 
created a multifunctional design product. It can also be used very well as a storage basket for various household 
items – as laundry, towel basket or cosmetic storage. When made a little shallower, they are great food baskets for 
fruits, vegetables or cookies.

Turning the plant pot upside down, we were surprised that it has also become an elegant lamp!

Currently, 3 collections have been created: PLANT POTS | BASKETS | LAMPS

They are all based on 4 basic sizes, and they all �t snugly into each other.

The products are made of Natural Baltic birch plywood.

CNC Milling is used to make parts, but �nishing, coating and assembling is handiwork. And what we think is very 
important – there is very little waste material in the fabrication of our products as parts tightly �ll the standard 
plywood sheet.

Each product is treated with antiseptic coating to protect the wood from moisture and dirt, but food baskets with a 
food-safe coating.

Given the nature of wood, each product will be slightly di�erent from each other. No two are alike, but all are made 
with care!

We are working on new ideas – let’s see what will be the next product or even a collection!

We are WiseMakers

About Collections

These are WiseMakers collections and this is our story of how we got to 
product collections.

The products in these Collctions are created by a family company which 
has ful�lled numerous custom orders since 2008. That was the same year 
when we – Lelde and Janis, both of whom were young architectural 
students, began to accept orders for architectural models.

As the years passed, orders became ever larger, and there were several 
simultaneous projects. We found people who agreed with our enthusiasm 
and relentlessness. We expanded our team and our workshop. We 
improved our equipment and always ended each new project with new 
instruments or systems. After �ve … seven years, our hobby had turned 
into business with a well-equipped and professional workshop.

We understood that the equipment of the workshop and the skills of the 
team were very diverse, so we began to ensure free creativity. We began to 
design and build interior design and art installations to order. They never 
repeated, and we always had to learn about new materials and 
technologies.

We are most grateful to our clients, who have entrusted us with designing 
and producing their non-standard visions. That has allowed us to gain 
outstanding experience and knowledge. We know that each achievement 
is based on our team’s e�orts, so we are also thankful to our colleagues for 
helping us to develop the company.

Today we have a state-of-the-art professional workshop with over a decade 
of experience, and we love to be creative. We are always full of ideas, and so 
in addition to orders, we have begun to design our own product lines. We 
are delighted that the �rst products that we nurtured in our workshop are 
polished and available to you.



We love houseplants and we truly believe that there is 
more to life than a plain terracotta �ower pot with the 
interior atmosphere it creates.

This carefully designed wooden plant pot set is a modern 
take on the classic pot. The openwork rhythm of the lines 
ingeniously and playfully refreshes the mood of the home 
interior or public space.

As you can see in the photos, the greenery look elegant 
and the plants themselves are even highlighted. We call 
this the perfect blend of elegance, functionality and warm 
material for greenery lovers!

The full set includes 4 �ower pots, each in a di�erent size.

Each pot is treated with a water-resistant antiseptic 
coating
There is a small hole drilled in the bottom
We have added an insert to each pot, where excess 
moisture can accumulate after watering the plant

The shape has a multifunctional applicability.
You can beautifully match the pot with any size of the 
lamps from the Lighting collection or with storage baskets 
from the Basket collection.
Simple and practical.

Plant Pot
Collection

Designer Lelde Strazdina



Elegant and modern ceiling lighting.
The openwork rhythm of the lines ingeniously and playfully refreshes the mood of the home interior or public space 
like bars, restaurants.

The Lighting collection includes 3 sizes of lamps and are available in 3 di�erent colors.
Combine and create cozy and pleasant light in your home. For example, hang a smaller lamp in the entryway or 
hallway, but in the living room, dining room or bedroom the largest. And get beautifully matched interior objects!
Lamps can be installed both indoors and outdoors. Each lamp is treated with a water-resistant antiseptic coating.

Complete set includes:

Wooden lampshade
Wooden canopy
Black bakelite lamp holder, voltage: E27, 110-220V
Textile cable – black cotton, 1m long
Light bulb is not included due to safety.

The shape has a multifunctional applicability.
You can beautifully match the lamp with any size of the pots from our Plant pot collection or with storage baskets 
from the Basket collection.

Simple and practical.
We call this the perfect blend of elegance, functionality and warm material!

Designer Lelde Strazdina

Lighting
Collection



The home environment always becomes much more pleasant 
when household items are organised. One way to do this easily 
and conveniently is to store your belongings in a storage basket.
If you manage to �nd a visually beautiful and elegant-looking 
basket, then it is also a cozy interior decor that complements the 
surrounding environment.

The openwork rhythm of the lines ingeniously and playfully 
refreshes the mood of the home interior or public space.

The Basket collection includes 4 sizes of deep baskets and 2 sizes of 
shallow baskets.

Large and deep baskets are great for storing laundry, towels, 
blankets or bath items, but in the smaller ones you can organise 
bathroom and cosmetic accessories, but also stationery, cutlery or 
anything else you can think of.
Available in 3 colors and all treated with a water-resistant 
antiseptic coating.

Shallow baskets are great kitchen organisers for storing food.
You can store vegetables, fruits, herbs or pastries in them. They are 
breathable, available in 4 colors and all treated with a food-safe 
coating.

 

The shape has a multifunctional applicability.
You can beautifully match the basket with any size of the pots from 
our Plant pot collection or with lamps from the Lighting collection.
Simple and practical.

Basket
Collection
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